Marfa Flights: Aerial Views Of Big Bend Country (Tarleton State University Southwestern Studies In The Humanities)
Synopsis

Take an unforgettable sky excursion over Big Bend with photographer Paul Chaplo as he captures the shapes, textures, and colors of the craggy, weathered landforms people usually see only from the ground—and some places no photographer has gone before. Flying from Marfa, and hanging precariously from the open door of an aircraft, Chaplo shares a hawk’s eye view of a fiercely beautiful region, revealing the stark and magnificent landscapes carved by the force of eons of wind and water on the arid, mountainous country along the Rio Grande.
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Customer Reviews

Excellent book on far west Texas, with a brilliant introduction from Larry Francell of Fort Davis, TX. Overall, I will need a couple more copies for gifts. My only complaint is with the title, it has little or nothing to do with Marfa except as a marketing tool. It should be called Big Bend Flights, or just about anything else.

Fun to see all the places you’d never have time to walk to. Bargain price, dumb title.
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